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THE TWO MOSCOW COUNCILS 
BY CHAULES JOHNSTON 

If it be true, as was reported in the first week of Sep 
tember, that the Grand Duke Michael, brother of Nicholas 
II, has been arrested, this is a notification to the world that 
there is a strong and growing movement in Russia to model 
its future government on that of England; that is, a democ 
racy whose head is outside all political parties, and who, 
therefore, acts at once as a balance-wheel, to steady the sway 
of partisan government, and as a symbol of the unity of 
national life; in a word, a limited monarchy, with Grand 
Duke Michael as its head. 

This is exactly what was planned by the group of Duma 
leaders who brought about the abdication of Nicholas II, 
and who, with the act of abdication in hand, then went to 

Grand Duke Michael, expecting and desiring to place him 
on the throne as a constitutional monarch. The objection to 

this plan, it will be remembered, came from Grand Duke 
Michael himself, who declared that he was willing to accept 
only if this plan received the general assent of the Russian 
nation, expressed in a Constitutional Convention. This pro 
posal was accepted by the Provisional Government; and its 

acceptance carried the necessary implication that the 

plan to establish a constitutional monarchy should be freely 
considered and discussed in the intervening period, and 
should be compared, on its merits, with other plans to be 

suggested, such as a centralized republic, like that of France, 
in which the President is not the leader of a political party, 
but is elected by a joint session of the legislature, or a fed 
eral republic, like that of the United States, in which the 

President is the leader of the dominant political party, and 

is, in fact, though not in law, elected by the votes of the 
whole people. 

If, then, the arrest of Grand Duke Michael is correctly 
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reported, it means two things: first, that the movement in 
favor of establishing a constitutional monarchy in Russia, 

modeled on the English plan, has gone so far that the Social 
ist group who have dominated Russia since the revolution 
are now genuinely afraid that a strong national movement 

will strip them of the power which they have usurped for 

months, and which they have used with such conspicuous 
results; and, secondly, that, still dominated by this Socialist 

group, the Provisional Government has broken faith with 
Grand Duke Michael; and, instead of giving complete lib 

erty to the movement for a constitutional monarchy, as their 

agreement with Grand Duke Michael morally bound them 
to do, are now trying to suppress that movement by force, 
in order to perpetuate a Socialistic r?gime. 

Liberty, according to the view of the Petrograd Social 
ists, means liberty for themselves to carry on a pro-German 

propaganda; while what should be the equal right of other 

political parties, including the advocates of constitutional 

monarchy, to put forward their respective national solutions, 
is stigmatized as "plotting" ; as "counter-revolutionary move 

ments of the black forces." 

The Germanic Socialists have had a free hand, to carry 
out their propaganda. The anarchic rising in Petrograd 

was one act in this propaganda; the d?b?cle of the Galician 

army was another; the wide-spread seizure of private prop 

erty?land, houses, agricultural supplies?by the peasants, 
at the instigation of Socialist agitators, was another; the 

ignominious surrender of Riga was yet another. And now, 

perceiving that they have brought upon Russia disaster aiid 

disgrace, seeing that a rising tide of national indignation 
is threatening to sweep them away, the Germanic Socialists, 
taking counsel of their fears, are growing violent?and, as 

an inevitable result, will thereby greatly strengthen the move 
ment they are trying to check. 

The great political gathering at Moscow, in the second 
half of August, was evidently an attempt to array the better 
elements of Russia against the disintegrating force of the 

Petrograd Socialists, but it seems to have been only a half 
hearted attempt, seeing that the Provisional Government is 
still in part at least strongly Socialistic. We should expect, 
therefore, to see further assemblies like that at Moscow, 
each more definitely national and anti-Socialistic than its 

predecessor, until the forces of conservation in Russia reach 
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full consciousness, homogeneity and determination. We 
may expect to see, on the other hand, more violent action on 

the side of the Socialists, as they see their usurped power 
more and more threatened. 

Since the Provisional Government is still, unhappily, 
tinged with Socialism, it was to be expected that the really 
noteworthy utterances before the Moscow Council should 
come, not from members of the Provisional Government, 
but from men who represent the real Russia, from the soldiers 

who command her armies. Thus we find General Roditcheff 

saying, "We expect from Moscow a message to the army. 
That message, I hope, will not in this grave crisis be of lib 

erty and equality, in the name of which, falsely interpreted, 
Russia's people have been driven off the right track, but a 

message of victory and order . . ." We find General 

Kaledin, leader of the Don Cossacks, reading a resolution, 
which had been adopted by the Cossacks, demanding above 

everything for the salvation of the country, the continuation 
of the war until complete victory was attained, in close union 

with the Allies; and further proposing the following meas 
ures : that the army should be taken out of politics ; that the 

regimental committees and councils should be suppressed; 
that there should be a clear declaration of the rights of offi 
cers ; that rigid discipline should be enforced, not only on the 

fighting line, but behind the fighting line, that is, in the 
munition factories; that the rights of commanders to inflict 

punishment should be restored. 

This resolution appears to imply that the regimental 
committees and councils are still in full swing, and that com 

manders have not yet the right to inflict punishment; if this 
be so, then such disasters as the surrender of Riga are not 

only easily explicable but quite inevitable. The "committee" 
of one regiment votes to retreat before the Germans, thus 

leaving a gap in the line, and compelling the whole line to 
fall back. The fact that it is still necessary to plead for the 

ending of this condition of disastrous folly justifies us in 

saying that the effort of the Provisional Government in call 

ing the Moscow Council was only half-hearted; that it is still 
mired in the Socialist slough. 

We find exact confirmation of this in the address of 
General Alexeieff before the Moscow Council. General 
Alexeieff, we are told, drew contrasts between the army of 

the old r?gime, poorly equipped with mechanical resources 
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but strong in warlike spirit, and the present army of "Free 
Russia", well supplied with food and arms, but "completely 
poisoned and enfeebled" by ill interpreted and ill applied 
doctrines which had split the army into two opposite camps, 
officers and soldiers, which have become almost irreconcil 

able. General Alexeieff declared that after the declaration 

by the Provisional Government of the rights of soldiers, all 

respect towards leaders had disappeared, the officers becom 

ing veritable martyrs. He cited one eloquent example : when 
a recent attack was being launched, the force which advanced 

was made up of twenty-eight officers, twenty non-commis 

sioned officers?and two soldiers. All the others looked on 

coldly while these heroes perished 
. . . 

But the highest level of significance in the Moscow Coun 
cil was reached by the address of General Korniloff, the 
Commander in Chief, whose brilliant advance at the begin 
ning of July was rendered nugatory by the treachery of 
Socialist elements in the army. General Korniloff is 

reported as saying that the old r?gime bequeathed to Russia 
an army which, despite all the defects of its organization, 
nevertheless was animated by a fighting spirit and was ready 
for sacrifices ; that the whole series of measures taken by those 

who were completely foreign to the spirit and needs of the 

army had transformed it into a collection of individual 
groups which have lost all sense of discipline. 

. . . Gen 

eral Korniloff then read figures relating to the production 
of war materials, which, he said, had fallen, compared with 

the period from October 1916, to January 1917 (that is, 
under the old r?gime) by 60 per cent for guns and shells, 
and by 80 per cent for airplanes. 

. . . 

In face of comparisons like these, one sees clearly why 
the Provisional Government, with its Socialistic affiliations, 

might deem it expedient to arrest Grand Duke Michael, 
especially after the surrender of Riga, which General Kor 
niloff predicted. 

General Alexeieff spoke of poisonous doctrines which 
had split the army into two almost irreconcilable camps, the 
soldiers on the one side, the officers on the other. He did 

not define or describe these doctrines; but, as it happens, 
we have at hand an admirable statement of them, from a pro 
German Socialist in New York, a statement dating from the 
first week in September: "We are not against the spilling 
of blood," said this apostle of Socialism; "oh, dear, nof But 
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we are against spilling it in behalf of the master class which 
wants to exploit us. . . . We recognize only two classes 
and no authority?the master class and the working 
class. . . ." 

General Korniloff told the Moscow Council exactly how 
this poisonous doctrine has worked out in practice: "In the 

present month, soldiers had killed four regimental com 
manders. . ." 

Many of us who have long admired Russia believed that 
the Russian peasant, the Russian soldier, had the honesty 
and good sense which would have saved him from this per 
nicious and criminal folly. Apparently, as regards a con 

siderable percentage of the army and the peasantry, we were 

mistaken. It would seem to be now not a question of safe 

guarding, but of repentance, after bitter suffering and 

humiliation at the hands of the German invaders. Further, 
it seems to be clear that, so long as the Provisional Govern 

ment fails to break off all relations with the Socialism which 
teaches these poisonous doctrines, Russia must continue to 

suffer and to suffer bitterly. 
It would seem that Nietzsche and Marx, the two prophets 

of the Germanic spirit, are each other's complements. Both 

preach doctrines that are violent, rapacious, blindly egotis 
tical. By some accident of birth or temperament, they have 

espoused opposite sides, Nietzsche glorifying the "master 
class", while Marx glorifies the "proletariat". How the 

Nietzschean doctrine works out in practice, the German occu 

pation of Belgium sufficiently shows ; while Russia is exhib 

iting the large possibilities of the Marxian revelation. 
The Russian revolution was brought about in order to 

free Russia from the German intrigues of the Hessian court 
and Premier Stuermer. It has given Russia instead the 

Marxian despotism of the Council of Workmen's and Sol 
diers' Deputies. Russia is far more completely under Ger 

man domination than a year ago, when Stuermer was pre 
mier. In the issue of the London Morning Post for June 
25, the Petrograd correspondent of that trustworthy paper 

makes himself responsible for the statement that, of the 

eighteen members of the Executive Committee of the Coun 
cil of Workmen's and Soldiers' Deputies, only four are using 
their true names, only one of the four being a Russian ; while 
the remaining fourteen, with German names, are 

using Rus 

sian aliases. There is no evidence at all that this cabal of 
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predominantly pseudonymous Germans was ever elected by 
any representative body either of workmen or of soldiers, or 

that the soldiers who come for a day or two from various 

regiments are anything more than the stage setting of the 
German group with Russian names. Yet this cabal has 
almost completely dominated Russia for the last six months, 
and largely dominates Russia to-day, with results that we 
have seen. And the Provisional Government, which had the 
courage to demand the abdication of a dynasty with whose 

growth Russia had grown great through three centuries, has 

conspicuously lacked the courage to demand the abdication 
of these eighteen men, most of them Germans with Russian 
aliases. The sympathies of the United States have been 
enlisted by the declaration that "Free Russia" is a republic, 
a "new democracy." In reality Russia is neither a republic 
nor a democracy, since even the Provisional Government was 

never elected by the nation; nor is Russian freedom anything 
but a mockery, so long as the Provisional Government is 
dominated by the pseudonymous Marxian cabal. The great 

Moscow Council is of high importance, because it is the first 
indubitable sign that the true Russia is waking up to these 
realities, though still not quite united, not quite determined 
to take the strong measures necessary to end this intolerable 

despotism. We have heard much, in the cable messages, of 
the dangers of a "counter-revolution." But the counter 

revolution took place long ago; it took place when the 

pseudonymous Marxian cabal vaulted into the saddle, and 

began to terrorize the Provisional Government and debauch 
the army. What is needed is a genuine revolution, that shall 

put the real Russia in command. Whether the real Russia 
shall elect to organize itself as a constitutional monarchy or 
as a republic, is not the vital thing. The vital thing is that 

Russia shall rid herself of the present Germanic despotism of 
Marxian Socialists. 

There is a very practical side to this, which the wiser men 
in the Provisional Government are now coining to see with 
somewhat painful clearness. Through the Bourse Gazette 
of Petrograd and by other channels, these men have made 

eloquent appeals for large American loans, for the imme 
diate aid of American capital. But it is as clear as daylight 
that American capital is hardly likely to flow in large quan 
tities (and the demand is for billions) to a country in which 
the group which effectively dominates, holds and loudly 
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preaches the Marxian dogmas of confiscation and class war, 
war to the death against "the capitalistic classes." Surely the 
choice which Russia must make, and make swiftly, if she is 
to be saved from national ruin and slavery, is now abun 

dantly clear. And it is likely to be made still clearer by fur 
ther reverses, for the Marxian poison is still actively at work, 
both on the battle front and in the munition factories. 

We should, therefore, have the most sincere, cordial and 

effective sympathy for the men of the real Russia who, in 
the Moscow Council and elsewhere, are beginning to lift their 
heads. We should let them see that we clearly understand 
their difficult position; that we clearly recognize the real 
character of the new German despotism which, for six 

months, has dominated and terrorized the genuine Russia. 

We should make it clear that we are eager to do anything 
in our power to aid them in a fight for real freedom from this 

new and ignoble despotism, to aid them in a genuine revolu 

tion, which shall put in power the really national forces of 
Russia. 

The heavy snows of a far northern winter will soon begin 
to fall in the path of the German army now advancing 
beyond Riga into the swamps that lie before Petrograd. No 

great campaign of invasion, free from the danger of a great 
disaster, is possible now. So Russia has a breathing spell, a 

period of grace, in which she may strike a blow for genuine 
freedom. Further, the lengthening of the Teuton lines 
involved by an advance into Russia is in itself strategically 
favorable to the Entente cause. So there are elements of 

hope, if there is only wise resolution in Russia herself, and a 
stern determination to cut out the cancer of Germanic Social 

ism, before it fatally injures the life of Russia. 
After the above paragraphs were written, General Kor 

niloff began his effort to disestablish the Socialist government 
at Petrograd, first by persuasion, then by force. It remains 
to be seen since he met with no success, as this is written, 

what further efforts will be made in the same direction. 
There is a second sense in which the great political Coun 

cil at Moscow is of vital importance: it is almost the first 
occasion, since the revolution, on which the Russian Church 

has come publicly forward as a great national force, one of 

the elements which ought to help the real Russia in the fight 
to free itself from the new Germanic despotism. For the last 
six months, the cable despatches have almost given the 
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impression that Russia had lapsed from her position as a 

religious nation into the slough of atheism and materialism. 
This impression arises from the fact that, for these six 

months, Russia has been so largely under the heel of the 
Marxian cabal which is, of course, frankly atheist and mate 

rialist. But the political Council at Moscow showed that 
the Russian Church is still full of life ; and the great Church 
Council, which is now assembled at Moscow, gives the Rus 
sian Church the opportunity to show that it has light and 
the power to lead, in this dangerous crisis of Russia's national 
life. And we should remember that the Russian Church 

represents, and truly represents, by far the largest and most 

homogeneous element within the eight million square miles 
of the Russian realm, a population of between eighty and 

ninety millions ; equal, therefore, to the whole white popula 
tion of the United States. 

Apart from this vital question of national salva 
tion and reconstruction, the Church Council of Moscow will 
consider three immensely important points : first, the future 

headship of the Russian Church; second, the relation of the 
Russian Church to the State ; and third, the internal organ 

ization of the Russian Church, and the part which its lay 
members will, in the future, be called upon to take in that 

organization. And it is both interesting and important that 
two men who are likely to play an influential part in its 
decisions, have spent a number of years in the United States, 
and have not only made themselves familiar with our ideals 
of free and stable government, but have specially studied the 
way in which these ideals have been applied to the govern 
ment of the one great religious body which has grown up 
within the United States under the influence and guidance 
of our ideals, namely, the Protestant Episcopal Church in 
the United States of America. These two men are Arch 

bishop Tikhon and Archbishop Platon, each of whom for 
seven years presided over the Archi?piscopal See of the Rus 
sian Church in North America. 

The first of the three great questions which the Moscow 
Church Council will discuss is the future headship of the 
Russian Church. Until the reign of Peter the Great, the 
head of the Russian Church was a Patriarch, the colleague 
of the great historic Patriarchs, whose Sees, in the order of 
their foundation, were: Jerusalem, Antioch, Rome, Alex 

andria and Constantinople. The See of Jerusalem was 
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founded by James, "the Brother of the Lord," as Paul calls 
him; the Sees of Antioch and Rome were founded by Peter; 
the See of Alexandria by Mark. Rome, as the political cap 
ital of the Empire, claimed to stand first, outranking the 
two older Sees. Constantinople, as the new capital of the 

Empire, claimed to stand second. It was the claim of Rome 
not only to outrank, but also to dominate the Eastern Sees, 
including the See of Constantinople, that caused the sepa 
ration between the Eastern and Western Churches about the 
time of the Norman Conquest of England, some nine cen 
turies ago. The Russian Church, formed as a missionary 
enterprise from Constantinople shortly before that separa 
tion, grew steadily ; and when, four centuries after the great 
separation, Constantinople was captured by the Turks, the 

Russian Church became the strongest of the Eastern 
Churches. These Eastern Churches have always been, and 
are to-day, one in doctrine, but each Patriarchate is inde 

pendent and autonomous in its administration, as are cer 
tain smaller units in the Balkan nations, the old territory of 
the Eastern Empire. 

Peter the Great introduced two radical changes into the 
Government of the Russian Church: first, he abolished the 
Russian Patriarchate, largely because he feared the influence 
of the Patriarch Stephen, substituting for the Patriarchate 
a Synod, or permanent Council of Bishops ; second, he estab 
lished the control of the State?that is, of the Emperor? 
over the administration of the Church, placing a Procurator 
in the Synod as the personal representative of the Emperor's 
authority. The most famous of recent procurators was 

Pobyedonostseff, who, on the one hand, put heavy pressure 
on the Russian sectaries and, on the other, translated Emer 
son's Essays into Russian. 

On the abdication of Nicholas II, a dispute immediately 
arose between the Russian Church and the Provisional Gov 
ernment formed of Duma leaders. The Provisional Gov 
ernment, holding that all elements of the Emperor's author 

ity had passed into its hands, maintained that this included 
the political control of Church administration, and therefore 
appointed as Procurator of the Synod Mr. Lvoff, a relative 
of the Premier. But the Synod on its side declared that the 

Provisional Government had no right to control the admin 
istration of the Church, affirming that, with the ending of 
the Emperor's authority, was involved the ending of State 
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control of the Church, which must hereafter be entirely free 
to manage its own affairs. 

A cable dispatch from Moscow, published here on Sep 
tember 1, announced that projects covering the future rela 

tions between Church and State had already been worked 
out by the Provisional Government, for consideration by the 
Church Council now sitting at Moscow, and later by the Con 
stitutional Convention. These projects provided, it was said, 
that the financial relation between Church and State should 
remain unchanged, but that hereafter thp Church should be 
autonomous. As regards the financial relation, the Synod 
received from the Imperial budget in 1916 the sum of 
54,000,000 rubles ; it is proposed that a similar arrangement 
shall exist in the future. 

Besides the proposed revival of the Patriarchate and the 
relation between the Russian Church and the State, the great 

Moscow Church Council is likely to discuss its future inter 
nal government and there is a probability that this future 

government may be influenced by American ideals. Hith 
erto, in the Russian Church, practically all administrative 

authority has been wielded by the Bishops ; this includes, of 
course, the Archbishops, who are Bishops with wider admin 
istrative duties. The same system, the dominant authority 
of the Bishops, holds everywhere throughout the Roman 
Catholic Church, including the United States, though in 

practice the Episcopate of the Roman Catholic Church 

accepts the supreme authority of the See of Rome. There 

was, at one time, a strong movement among Roman Catholics 

in the United States to apply to themselves American ideals 
of self-government. But this movement, quite logically 
known as "Americanism", was banned by the Vatican. In 

marked contrast, the American Episcopal Church, influ 
enced from its inception by American ideals, has a threefold 

governing body, representing, first, the Bishops, second, the 

clergy other than Bishops, and, third, the lay members of 
the Church; a broad, stable and representative government 
such as enjoyed by no other of the great historic Churches. 

While he was in the United States, Archbishop Platon 
devoted years to the sympathetic study of the Episcopal 
Church; it is, therefore, entirely possible that, now that the 

representative principle has come to the front in Russia, 
Archbishop Platon may support a movement to introduce 

into the government of the Russian Church what we have 
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called "American ideals" of Church government, so that the 

clergy and laity may have a share in its government, side by 
side with the Bishops. The result of such a change, not only 
on the Church but, even more, on the Russian nation, would 
be very great, directly affecting the seventy to eighty million 

members of the Russian Church?the largest homogeneous 
element in Russia. 

For we take it as certain that the influence of the Russian 
Church will not be weakened by the Russian revolution. It 
is true that the French Revolution, more robust in ideas than 
the revolution in Russia, did, for a brief period, eclipse the 
Church in France. But when Napoleon evolved order from 
the welter of revolutionary France, he restored the Church 
to its ancient place in the nation. The arrangement which 
he then made lasted for a full century, through half a dozen 
revolutions and counter-revolutions, wars, invasions, foreign 
occupations of the capital, and was, in fact, the most stable 
element in France throughout that whole period. More than 
that; even to-day, while Napoleon's arrangement has been 

abrogated, France is more devoted to religion than at any 
time during those hundred years. There is every reason to 
believe that the same law will hold good for Russia. 

The great Church Council, therefore, like the political 
Council which preceded it, is of high importance, as repre 
senting another of the great national forces which should 
bring order out of the chaos into which Russia has been 
hurled by the counter-revolution of Germanic Socialism. 

Chaeles Johnston. 
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